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The Man in the Queue
This is a print on demand edition of a hard to find publication.
Explores whether sufficient data exists to examine the temporal and
spatial relationships that existed in terrorist group planning, and if
so, could patterns of preparatory conduct be identified? About onehalf of the terrorists resided, planned, and prepared for terrorism
relatively close to their eventual target. The terrorist groups existed
for 1,205 days from the first planning meeting to the date of the
actual/planned terrorist incident. The planning process for specific
acts began 2-3 months prior to the terrorist incident. This study
examined selected terrorist groups/incidents in the U.S. from
1980-2002. It provides for the potential to identify patterns of
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conduct that might lead to intervention prior to the commission of
the actual terrorist incidents. Illustrations.

Surveillance Countermeasures
In today’s new economy—in which “good” jobs are typically
knowledge or technology based—many well-educated and culturally
savvy young people are instead choosing to pursue traditionally lowstatus manual labor occupations as careers. Masters of Craft looks at
the renaissance of four such trades: bartending, distilling, barbering,
and butchering. In this engaging book, Richard Ocejo takes you
into the lives and workplaces of these people to examine how they
are transforming once-undesirable jobs into “cool” and highly
specialized upscale occupations. He shows how they find meaning
in these jobs by enacting a set of “cultural repertoires,” resulting
in a new form of elite taste-making. Focusing on cocktail bartenders,
craft distillers, upscale men’s barbers, and whole-animal butcher
shop workers in Manhattan, Brooklyn, and upstate New York,
Masters of Craft provides new insights into the stratification of taste,
the spread of gentrification, and the evolving labor market in
today’s postindustrial city.

Anti-tracking
WINNER OF THE THURBER PRIZE The compelling, inspiring,
(often comic) coming-of-age story of Trevor Noah, set during the
twilight of apartheid and the tumultuous days of freedom that
followed. One of the comedy world's brightest new voices, Trevor
Noah is a light-footed but sharp-minded observer of the absurdities
of politics, race and identity, sharing jokes and insights drawn from
the wealth of experience acquired in his relatively young life. As
host of the US hit show The Daily Show with Trevor Noah, he
provides viewers around the globe with their nightly dose of biting
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satire, but here Noah turns his focus inward, giving readers a deeply
personal, heartfelt and humorous look at the world that shaped him.
Noah was born a crime, son of a white Swiss father and a black
Xhosa mother, at a time when such a union was punishable by five
years in prison. Living proof of his parents' indiscretion, Trevor was
kept mostly indoors for the first years of his life, bound by the
extreme and often absurd measures his mother took to hide him
from a government that could, at any moment, take him away. A
collection of eighteen personal stories, Born a Crime tells the story
of a mischievous young boy growing into a restless young man as he
struggles to find his place in a world where he was never supposed
to exist. Born a Crime is equally the story of that young man's
fearless, rebellious and fervently religious mother - a woman
determined to save her son from the cycle of poverty, violence and
abuse that ultimately threatens her own life. Whether subsisting on
caterpillars for dinner during hard times, being thrown from a
moving car during an attempted kidnapping, or just trying to
survive the life-and-death pitfalls of dating in high school, Noah
illuminates his curious world with an incisive wit and an unflinching
honesty. His stories weave together to form a personal portrait of an
unlikely childhood in a dangerous time, as moving and
unforgettable as the very best memoirs and as funny as Noah's own
hilarious stand-up. Born a Crime is a must read.

Masters of Craft
Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with
pop-up paper town. From the bestselling author of The Fault in our
Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman,
for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff of legend at their high
school. So when she one day climbs through his window and
summons him on an all-night road trip of revenge he cannot help
but follow. But the next day Margo doesn't come to school and a
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week later she is still missing. Q soon learns that there are clues in
her disappearance . . . and they are for him. But as he gets deeper
into the mystery - culminating in another awesome road trip across
America - he becomes less sure of who and what he is looking for.
Masterfully written by John Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful
and hilarious coming-of-age story.

Can I See your Hands
There is much more to True Natural Camouflage than just "getting
dirty." It is both an art and a science. By following the Principles of
Natural Camouflage as set forth you too can become virtually
invisible and remain unnoticed on the landscape. Eddie Starnater
has been researching, practicing and perfecting Natural
Camouflage for over a decade. In this book he uses over 80 fullcolor photographs of actual natural camouflage subjects and
scenarios to detail his conclusions and the science behind them,
including the principles of Dead Space, how and why we see what
we see, how the brain and eyes work together, his "9 S-entials" of
Natural Camouflage, how to apply natural materials as camouflage
and much more. As a companion to his Principles of Natural
Camouflage DVD or on its own, this book will change the way you
perceive what is possible using the Art of Invisibility.

Create Your Own Light
Inspector Alan Grant searches for the identity of a man killed in the
line at a theater and for the identity of the killer—whom no one
saw. A long line had formed for the standing-room-only section of
the Woffington Theatre. London’s favorite musical comedy of the
past two years was finishing its run at the end of the week.
Suddenly, the line began to move, forming a wedge before the open
doors as hopeful theatergoers nudged their way forward. But one
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man, his head sunk down upon his chest, slowly sank to his knees
and then, still more slowly, keeled over on his face. Thinking he had
fainted, a spectator moved to help, but recoiled in horror from what
lay before him: the man in the queue had a small silver dagger
neatly plunged into his back. With the wit and guile that have made
Inspector Grant a favorite of mystery fans, the inspector sets about
discovering just how a murder occurred among so many witnesses,
none of whom saw a thing.

Appear to Vanish
Counter-surveillance and anti-surveillance, particularly with respect
to operators, must be considered from two aspects: -As conducted
by a subject of surveillance -As practiced by a Surveillance Operator
The object of this document is to make the operator aware of some
counter- surveillance techniques. These can and have been
employed by foreign sources and hostile intelligence officers during
the course of their activities, or by a surveillance operator to protect
their own operational and personal security.

Freak the Mighty
Born into a Jewish ghetto in Hungary, as a child, Elie Wiesel was
sent to the Nazi concentration camps at Auschwitz and
Buchenwald. This is his account of that atrocity: the ever-increasing
horrors he endured, the loss of his family and his struggle to survive
in a world that stripped him of humanity, dignity and faith.
Describing in simple terms the tragic murder of a people from a
survivor's perspective, Night is among the most personal, intimate
and poignant of all accounts of the Holocaust. A compelling
consideration of the darkest side of human nature and the enduring
power of hope, it remains one of the most important works of the
twentieth century. New translation by Marion Wiesel, with a new
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introduction by Elie Wiesel.

Gray Man
Tracker. The very word evokes images of buckskin-clad braves
crouching over the ground, carefully studying the signs before
them—a part of history. But the modern world has not put behind
it the need for the earthy business of tracking. Such skills are still
routinely used by the military, rescue personnel, and law
enforcement, as well as by hunters and people living at subsistence
level throughout the world. Tracking Humans is the ultimate
authoritative guide to this most complex pursuit. A great resource
for military, law enforcement, and rescue professionals, Tracking
Humans is also useful for outdoor enthusiasts. Users will find it
invaluable as an on-site manual to assist in any ongoing search.
Unlike many tracking manuals, this guide focuses on tracking
humans, whether they're enemy combatants or lost children.
Author David Diaz explains what it takes to be an expert tracker,
from the physical stamina to the focus and perception necessary to
do the job correctly. He explains the tools of the tracker and
presents essential safety tips every tracker should know. Tracking
Humans is an important tool for anyone dealing with missing
persons—it could be an essential lifesaver.

Going Gray
A do-it-yourself handbook explains how to transform simple,
everyday items and objects into a variety of unusual survival,
security, self-defense, or even silly applications.

Situational Sense
The most comprehensive how-to guide for readers who want to
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become untraceable. Anti-tracking techniques are key to today s
sought-out and necessary skills for self-preservation in hostile
environments. David Diaz, retired US Army Special
Forces/Marines with three decades of tracking experience,
demonstrates passive defensive techniques and tactics used to
maintain a low profile in order to elude and, if need be, evade the
opposition through deception--in a range of natural and urban
environments. His methods merge an ancient skill set with modern
technology, allowing the practitioner to keep a low to non-existent
profile that will allow him to avoid detection and, at the height of its
performance instruction, empower him to avoid captivity or death."

The Home Workout Handbook
Everything you want to know about gray man tactics - how to blend
in, disappear, avoid harm, detect lies and much more!

Pre-Incident Indicators of Terrorist Incidents
Historical astronomical records can play an important role in
modern research, especially in the case of ancient Chinese
observational data: sunspot and aurora records are important for
the study of solar variability; solar and lunar eclipse records for the
study of the Earth's rotation; records of Comet Hally for the study
of orbital evolution; "guest star" records for the study of supernova
remnants; planetary conjunction records for research in
astronomical chronology. In the past, Western scientists have not
been able to exploit these valuable data fully because the original
records were difficult to gather and interpret, and complete English
translations have not been available. East-Asian Archaeoastronomy
is the first comprehensive translation into English of such historical
records for modern research. The book also features an
introduction to East Asian astronomy and offers guidance on how to
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use the records effectively. It will not only be a valuable research
tool for astronomers but should also be of great interest to historians
of China and Chinese science.

Paper Towns
The Gray Man is the antithesis of individual expression. He hides in
the corners of conformity. He only flaunts a quotidian nature. He
meanders through the mundane and occupies the ordinary.
Individual expression and exceptionalism are his enemies. The Gray
Man is the forgettable face, the ghost guy, the hidden human.
Implementing the concepts is more than looking less tactical, less
hostile, or less threatening. It is the willful abandonment of anything
and everything that defines oneself as different. Using his unique
"S" word conceptual approach featured in Appear to Vanish,
camouflage and concealment expert Matthew Dermody discusses
the concepts, tactics and mindset necessary to assimilate into any
urban environment. From the safety-conscious international traveler
to the SERE contingencies of the deep cover foreign operative,
GRAY MAN is the definitive urban concealment resource.

Doomsday Bunker Book
Just what IS a "survivalist family"? instead of "survivalist family" we
could say "prepared family" or talk about "family preparedness" but
that is just so politically correct it makes one sick. Just because the
media don't like survivalists and therefore vilify them does not mean
we have to change our language. For our purposes, the Survivalist
Family is defined as, "A multi-generational group of people living in
one house (usually consisting of a father, mother and their offspring)
who take positive steps as a cohesive group to prepare for possible
future negative situations and circumstances beyond their control."
This book will guide you through all that is necessary to be prepared
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for future uncertainty.

Forbidden Knowledge
**Attention: Buy the paperback version of this book and get the
Kindle ebook version for FREE** Cancel your gym membership. If
You Want to Know How to Get Lean & Ripped at Home in 30
Minutes/Day - Then Keep Reading Discover How to Burn Ugly
Fat and Get Ripped Without All the Non-Sense That Takes Place
In Most Commercial Gyms I was disgusted I had just pulled into
the parking lot of my local, big-box commercial gym. The parking
lot was jam packed The locker room was dank, musty, and damp.
The lockers were stained with sticky messes and coated with rust some even had old clothes and garbage. The "gym bro's" were
howling and high-fiving each other in between sets. Every other step
I took was like traversing a minefield - dodging the piles of
misplaced weights scattered across the floor It literally made me
turn around and leave. Of course, not all gyms are like this, but this
very image is what keeps millions of people away from gyms
everyday. If that's you, then know this You CAN build a strong,
lean, resilient body using bodyweight exercises in the comfort of
your own home. No complicated gym memberships. No fancy
equipment. No expensive personal trainers. Just your body and 2
simple items that you can get for a total of $30. Who Is This Book
For? This is for the average guy or gal that wants to lose fat and
build muscle in the fastest way possible. In this short book, I reveal
EVERYTHING you need to do to burn fat and build muscle. I left
out the fluff, theory, and science and show you the exact action steps
you need to take to get the results I got. I know this is a short book,
but do you really need a 300 page book if you want to burn fat and
build muscle or do you need a simple, step-by-step guide showing
what kind of workouts to do? Well that's what I've compiled in this
book. Here's exactly what you'll discover: REAL pictures of my
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results (I'm a regular dude just like you - NOT a fitness model) The
FASTEST way to get results (2 simple tweaks to
TURBOCHARGE Your Results) The mindset trick I used to stay
on my goals Exactly what you'll need to get a KILLER home
workout (costs less than $30) The BEST exercises you need to do to
get ripped at home The "Perfect Workout Formula" (once you
discover the "secret" you'll wish you did this sooner) The 6
Amazingly Effective Home Workouts This book will help you
supercharge your fat-burning in the comfort of your own home. I
made it short and sweet so you can read it in less than 10 minutes so
go ahead and grab a copy of this book now by clicking the "Buy
with 1-Click" button now. P.S. If you don't get results from this
book, email me directly and I will personally do my best to help
you.

SAS Anti-Surveillance and Counter-Surveillance
Techniques
We all have heard of people talking, pontificating and preaching
about a doomsday, or have watched the TV show Doomsday
Preppers. We have heard people called "Preppers", or "What
Iffers". People have been talking about some sort of "End of the
World" scenario, for decades. Even the United States government
has many bunkers around the country, some of which have been
purchased by ordinary citizens (preppers). Some of us are concerned
something may happen sooner rather than later. I have heard more
and more people talking about the possibility of an imminent
disaster. Some people worry about different possible scenarios. For
example; economic collapse, societal collapse, civil unrest,
electromagnetic pulse, weather destruction, war, fire, nuclear
attacks, terrorist attacks, fuel shortages, pandemics, geomagnetic
reversal, etc. Sixty-one percent of Americans believe some sort of
doomsday will happen within the next twenty years. Sixty percent of
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Americans believe there will be economic collapse within the next
fifteen years. Many people are preparing for the scenarios of which
they are concerned. It is estimated in the United States of America,
approximately ten percent of the population are preppers to one
degree or another. No one knows if or when, one or more calamities
will occur. There is no way to predict a specific occurrence or time
factor, and my crystal ball broke, so I cannot help with your
prognostication. The best we can do is to prepare for any
eventuality. This is why I personally (and many others) believe a
concrete bunker is the best idea. Some people are planning for an
aboveground bunker and some are interested in an underground
bunker. In this book, we are going to be discussing both in great
detail. As I will explain, this type of bunker will give you the best
protection possible for the most scenarios. One need not be a
conspiracy theorist to be apprehensive. People may think
"Doomsday preppers", or "What ifers", as we are often called, are
"Nut jobs." However, when TSHTF, we will be the ones who others
will come to, since we will be the ones who are prepared.

Sneaky Uses for Everyday Things
"Disturbing, provocative and darkly comic, Mao II reads, at once,
as a sociological meditation on the perils of contemporary society,
and as a kind of new-wave thriller" Michiko Kakutani, New York
Times Bill Gray, a famous, reclusive novelist, emerges from his
isolation when he becomes the key figure in an event staged to force
the release of a poet hostage in Beirut. As Bill enters the world of
political violence, a nightscape of Semtex explosives and hostages
locked in basement rooms, Bill's dangerous passage leaves two
people stranded: his brilliant, fixated assistant, Scott, and the
strange young woman who is Scott's lover - and Bill's. An
extraordinary novel about words and images, novelists and
terrorists, the mass mind and the arch -individualist, Mao II
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explores a world in which the novelist's power to influence the inner
life of a culture now belongs to bomb-makers and gunmen. MORE
PRAISE FOR MAO II "A work of fiction not merely astonishingly
fitting for our times, but rich and rewarding for anyone wishing to
understand them" Sunday Times "Full of marvels, both in its
imagery and its language" Irish Times "This novel's a beauty.
Delillo takes us on a breathtaking journey, beyond the official
versions of our daily history, behind all easy assumptions about who
we're supposed to be, with a vision as bold and a voice as eloquent
and morally focused as any in American writing" Thomas Pynchon

Mao II
The badasses populating the pages of Badass are the most savagely
awesome historical figures to ever strap on a pair of chain mail
gauntlets and run screaming into battle. Author Ben
Thompson—considered by many to be the Internet’s foremost
expert on badassitude—has gathered together a rogues’ gallery of
butt-stomping rogues, from Julius Caesar and Genghis Khan to
Blackbeard, George S. Patton, and Bruce Lee. Their bone-breaking
exploits are illustrated by top artist from the fields of gaming,
comics, and cards—DC Comics illustrator Matt Haley and Thomas
Denmark, illustrator for the collectible card game Magic: The
Gathering. This is not your boring high school history—this is
tough, manly, unrelentingly Badass!

Obfuscation
People are manipulated every day and they don't even realize it.
They walk around unaware of how vulnerable they are to the Dark
Manipulators of the world. Luckily, you can keep this from
happening to YOU, if you know how In this book you will discover:
How to hard-wire your brain to throw up red flags when these
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techniques are being used against you. What is Dark Psychology
and how is it used to control people. The subtle techniques that
have drastic effects on the minds of the unaware. The roles/jobs in
society that are most likely to manipulate you. The dirty tricks
family members and lovers use to control their victims. Understand
why these underhanded persuasion techniques are so effective. Case
studies showcasing how much damage a master manipulator can
do. The source of Dark Psychology almost everyone willingly
exposes themselves to every day. Even if you only learned to defend
against ONE of the mental attacks covered in this book, it is well
worth the investment. So if you want to keep your life and mind
under your control then click "add to cart".

The Dark Secrets of SHTF Survival
The 10th-anniversary edition of the No. 1 international bestseller
and modern classic beloved by millions of readers HERE IS A
SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING TO DIE 1939. Nazi
Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been
busier. Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with a foster family on
Himmel Street. Her parents have been taken away to a
concentration camp. Liesel steals books. This is her story and the
story of the inhabitants of her street when the bombs begin to fall.
SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL IS
NARRATED BY DEATH The 10th-anniversary edition features
pages of bonus content, including marked-up manuscript pages,
original sketches, and pages from the author's writing notebook.

Born A Crime
From taking human life to being assigned to the body recovery team
of nine brother firefighters, including one of his best friends, U.S.
Marine, former Police Officer and Firefighter Travis Howze was
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plagued with extreme Post Traumatic Stress, Depression and
Survivors Guilt from a lifetime of very traumatic exposures dating
back to early childhood. Victorious in the fight for his very own life
at just three months old, his struggle to survive was just the
beginning. Years later, he would defeat the very silent and deadly
killer, PTSD, but not before it caused massive carnage and
collateral damage to his personal and professional life. From Class
Clown to professional Stand-Up Comedian and Speaker, Travis'
UNBELIEVABLY GRIPPING, uncensored autobiography is a
MUST READ that takes you on an emotional roller coaster ride
through the eyes of an emergency responder. Follow Travis through
countless horrific events, from funny stories inside of the Firehouse,
Patrol Car, and Marine Corps, to Stand-Up Comedy Stages and
the dark places first responders have to go to in their mind to
survive.This true, hard-hitting story is about staying in the fight. It's
about never quitting yourself, always getting up, doing the things
you love, and how the power of perspective, attitude, ownership and
acceptance can lead to LIFE CHANGING personal growth and a
more PURPOSEFUL LIFE.

Survivalist Family Prepared Americans for a Strong
America
Could you use a little more danger in your life? A little more edge?
A little more fun? With this book, you get it all. From crashing a
wedding to starting a riot, stealing a car to making moonshine,
there's nothing you can't learn how to do -- even if you shouldn't.

East-Asian Archaeoastronomy
A dangerous Soviet plot looming behind the evil plans of a great
Asian shipping family, challenges Dirk Pitt to action
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How to Disappear
How we can evade, protest, and sabotage today's pervasive digital
surveillance by deploying more data, not less—and why we should.
With Obfuscation, Finn Brunton and Helen Nissenbaum mean to
start a revolution. They are calling us not to the barricades but to
our computers, offering us ways to fight today's pervasive digital
surveillance—the collection of our data by governments,
corporations, advertisers, and hackers. To the toolkit of privacy
protecting techniques and projects, they propose adding
obfuscation: the deliberate use of ambiguous, confusing, or
misleading information to interfere with surveillance and data
collection projects. Brunton and Nissenbaum provide tools and a
rationale for evasion, noncompliance, refusal, even
sabotage—especially for average users, those of us not in a position
to opt out or exert control over data about ourselves. Obfuscation
will teach users to push back, software developers to keep their user
data safe, and policy makers to gather data without misusing it.
Brunton and Nissenbaum present a guide to the forms and formats
that obfuscation has taken and explain how to craft its
implementation to suit the goal and the adversary. They describe a
series of historical and contemporary examples, including radar
chaff deployed by World War II pilots, Twitter bots that hobbled
the social media strategy of popular protest movements, and
software that can camouflage users' search queries and stymie
online advertising. They go on to consider obfuscation in more
general terms, discussing why obfuscation is necessary, whether it is
justified, how it works, and how it can be integrated with other
privacy practices and technologies.

Saucers of the Illuminati
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn
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nonconformity were their curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose
Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving among
Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a
charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his children's
imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose
Mary painted and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of
providing for her family. When the money ran out, the Walls
retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to
escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend for
themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and
will to leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep
affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family that, despite its
profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a
successful life. -- From publisher description.

The Book Thief
The road to master of disguise is a difficult and exciting one, fraught
with equal parts danger and intrigue, but fortunately you don’t
have to go it alone. The book you now hold in your hands will serve
as a roadmap through the disguise terrain; novices and masters alike
will find in these pages invaluable wisdom, advice and guidance
previously unavailable in such a concise format. Recent years have
seen unprecedented technology advancements. However,
investigation and intelligence agencies still need field personnel; they
need feet on the ground. To be effective, investigators and
clandestine service persons need strong tradecraft skills that include
the ability to disguise themselves. This book presents undercover
disguise methods that came into focus in the clandestine services of
World War II, evolved during the Cold War, and today features
modern innovations. Here the reader discovers the latest disguise
technologies, traditional and innovative methods not taught by
police academies or included in college law enforcement and
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criminal justice curriculums. Customary purposes for disguise
include to avoid recognition, support a pretext character and the
corresponding undercover operation, prevent somebody accurately
describing the agent, and to thwart physical surveillance. Naturally,
some disguises are quicker to implement than others and some are
more believable. Some disguises withstand prolonged close-up
scrutiny, whereas others are suitable only when viewed briefly or
from afar. The authors have removed the mystery and made short
work of carving out a path for anyone looking to hone their craft in
the art of disguise, ensuring success for all who are daring enough to
pursue this road less traveled.

Dark Psychology
This heavily illustrated manual provides a timely, in-depth review of
the art of sniping in war and antiterrorist environments. Drawing on
a vast, firsthand knowledge of sniper skills, former British Army
sniper and sniper instructor Mark Spicer describes the role of the
sniper in peace and in war, in reconnaissance and countersurveillance, in cities, in vehicles, at night and by day. He presents
crucial information about training and equipment, judgment and
positioning, details of great relevance to professional marksmen,
both military and law enforcement. This comprehensive manual
will also be of interest to hunters, weapons enthusiasts, competition
shooters, and paintball participants. The book is complimented by
280 full color illustrations, diagrams, and related information.

Illustrated Manual of Sniper Skills
Despite the technological advances, improved policing and security
methods, and attempts to create safety through policy and
legislation, the world is filled with danger and dangerous people.
The choice to ignore these dangers or place misguided faith in a
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promised utopia puts you at greater risk. Your need to pay attention
to your surroundings and use common sense/critical thinking skills
has never diminished. It will be even more important as American
society grows more polarized. Using his insightful and easy-tounderstand "S" word alliteration conceptual method and
expounding upon the topic first introduced in Gray Man:
Camouflage for Crowds, Cities, and Civil Crisis, Matthew Dermody
breaks down the important elements of threat identification and
response necessary for personal safety. SITUATIONAL SENSE is
the perfect primer for travelers, college students, or anyone else
wanting to identify threats before the need for assistance becomes a
life or death situation. While threats can manifest with several
uncertain or unpredictable variables, this book will help you identify
conditions and scenarios in order to avoid many life-threatening
encounters.

Hidden Success
Max is used to being called Stupid. And he is used to everyone
being scared of him. On account of his size and looking like his dad.
Kevin is used to being called Dwarf. On account of his size and
being some cripple kid. But greatness comes in all sizes, and
together Max and Kevin become Freak The Mighty and walk high
above the world. An inspiring, heartbreaking, multi-award winning
international bestseller.

Night
The title of this book: CAN I SEE YOUR HANDS refers to one of
the key outcomes of this book-- being able to tell whether or not
people want to cause us harm. To put it very simply, if you can see
someone's hands and they are not concealing them, holding a
weapon or positioning to strike you, one's levels of trust and
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confidence can increase. This simple example can serve as a
reminder to all of us in many of the complex moments we have to
deal with, and difficult decisions we have to make, in everyday life.

The Glass Castle
The three-dimensional ghillie suit is the ultimate in personal
camouflage. No other concealment technique or camouflage
clothing pattern compares with its effectiveness. Detailed
instructions summarize the different suit types and construction
methods in this easy, step-by-step guide. A great resource for those
interested in military and police snipercraft, hunting,
paintball/airsoft, or wildlife photography. The ghillie suit provides
the camouflage and concealment edge that produces resultswith
hidden success!

Advancing on Chaos
A theological clash threatens to mar the yearly Southern Decadence
festival in New Orleans. Reverend Jessie Ray Elder makes a point of
annually protesting the LGBT festival. His dogmatic and rigid views
have driven his wife, Madeline, away from their Evangelical church.
But Elder ignores her advice and remains committed to his cause
because he thinks he's ridding the city of devilish influences. This
year, a rival-the homeless former English professor, Zarathustra the
Second-publicly challenges Elder. As befitting his name,
Zarathustra the Second treats Nietzsche's Thus Spake Zarathustra
as his personal bible. Like his idol, Zarathustra the Second believes
God has disappeared and seeks to convince others of this fact. Elder
is outraged when Zarathustra's antics divert media attention away
from his own protest. To add insult to injury, Zarathustra names
Elder's son, Nicholas, as his first apostle. When Zarathustra the
Second predicts that New Orleans will be destroyed by a hurricane,
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both his and Elder's faith in their beliefs are put to the ultimate test.
In this wickedly funny, thought-provoking novel, no one, religious
or secular, is safe from critique.

Deep Six
The most prolific, comprehensive, and intrusive mass surveillance
device ever designed by man is the cellular phone you carry with
you everywhere you go. This device tracks and collects a staggering
amount of personal information. That valuable data is sold and
stored indefinitely by a an equally staggering number of companies,
government entities, and data brokers that you never knew even
existed. How is this data being used, and how will it be used in the
future? Communicating with loved ones, colleagues, and other
people is a fundamental human necessity. In today's digital world,
the ways in which we communicate are convenient, instant, and
often happen without even thinking about the technology that
makes it all possible. The privacy of our communications, our
movements, and our thoughts are also a cornerstone of a free and
open society. COMSEC uncovers the methods used by businesses,
data brokers, and governments to harvest our data using the
surveillance device that we allow into our lives in order to stay
constantly connected. The authors share detailed first-hand
knowledge about the tools, tradecraft, and techniques used to
mitigate and eliminate the threats posed by tracking our
communications. These same tactics, taught to covert law
enforcement officers, military operatives, and the clandestine
community, are explained here for anyone to adopt for their own
personal communication strategy. COMSEC is a must read if
private and secure communications is important to you. Choose the
tactics appropriate for your threat model, or choose to take more
extreme measures. If you are a government employee, service
member deployed behind enemy lines, a journalist, activist,
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dissident, politician, shady character of any type, or a privacy
advocate, COMSEC offers the tried and tested solutions that you
need to know.

Tracking Humans
The above stealth concepts are essential for the successful
implementation of camouflage and concealment. In this informative
and comprehensive new guide, Matthew Dermody demonstrates
how each of these fundamental concepts is used to build a
foundation for effective camouflage. Why do you need to pay all this
attention to camouflage and concealment? Because camouflage and
concealment are every bit as important as your weapon, your
helmet, your reconnaissance gear, and your tactics. If you do not
plan for proper camouflage and concealment protocols, then you
have failed to plan. Failing to plan can mean failing a hunt, failing a
mission, or, worse yet, failing to come home. With his in-depth
interpretation and expansion of the familiar military topics of
camouflage and concealment, along with their interrelated and
interdependent subcategories, Dermody expertly demonstrates how
anyone can Appear to Vanish!

ComSec
A compilation of four other published works by author Matthew
Dermody. Titles include: Gray Man: Camouflage for Crowds,
Cities, and Civil CrisisGray Woman: A Woman's Guide to Gray
Man TacticsConversational Camouflage: Oratory Discretion and
Pretexting for Behavioral ConcealmentSituational Sense: Basic
Threat Detection Using Situational Awareness and Common Sense

Badass
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Proposes that UFOs are real and are used by an ancient and secret
cabal to control and manipulate humans.

Principles of Natural Camouflage
For the first time in paperback we bring you the authoritative and
comprehensive guide for people who seek to protect their privacy as
well as for anyone who's ever entertained the fantasy of
disappearing--whether actually dropping out of sight or by
eliminating the traceable evidence of their existence. Written by the
world's leading experts on finding people and helping people avoid
being found, How to Disappear covers everything from tools for
disappearing to discovering and eliminating the nearly invisible
tracks and clues we tend to leave wherever we go. Learn the three
keys to disappearing, all about your electronic footprints, the
dangers and opportunities of social networking sites, and how to
disappear from a stalker. Frank Ahearn and Eileen Horan provide
field-tested methods for maintaining privacy, as well as tactics and
strategies for protecting personal information and preventing
identity theft. They explain and illustrate key tactics such as
misinformation (destroying all the data known about you);
disinformation (creating fake trails); and, finally, reformation--the
act of getting you from point A to point B without leaving clues.
Ahearn illustrates every step with real-life stories of his fascinating
career, from undercover work to nab thieving department store
employees to a stint as a private investigator; and, later, as a career
"skip tracer" who finds people who don't want to be found. In 1997,
when news broke of President Bill Clinton's dalliance with a White
House intern, Ahearn was hired to find her. When Oscar statuettes
were stolen in Beverly Hills, Ahearn pinpointed a principal in the
caper to help solve the case. When Russell Crowe threw a telephone
at a hotel clerk in 2005, Ahearn located the victim and hid him
from the media. An indispensable resource not just for those
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determined to become utterly anonymous, but also for just about
anyone in the brave new world of on-line information, How to
Disappear sums up Ahearn's dual philosophy: Don't break the law,
but know how to protect yourself.

Undercover Disguise Methods for Investigators
This is not a guide that will tell you step-by-step HOW to survive.
This is a reality check that will tell you that everything you have
expected and planned for is probably wrong. Selco is a household
name in prepping and survival circles. He survived the Balkan War
in a city with no power, no running water, and no supplies. For a
year, he and his family fought every single day for bare subsistence.
Over the years since the war, Selco has written nearly a quarter of a
million words of memories, articles, and advice. This book is a
collection of his darkest moments. The first thing you must do when
disaster strikes is to adapt quickly to the "new rules" that apply when
the SHTF. And to do that, you need to know what it's like so you
won't be shockedfrozenparalyzed by the atrocities taking place right
in front of you.This book is Selco's version of tough love. There's
nothing watered down about it. It is a collection of stories,
memories, and articles he has documented over the past decade. He
has revisited those horrible days to give us the reality check we must
have. It's a glimpse into the day-to-day events of the SHTF. It is
smelly. It is dirty. It's dark and brutal. It's REAL. It is all the stuff
that Selco rarely talks about because the memories are so ugly.
WARNING: This book contains graphic content. It truly gives you
the terrifying reality of the SHTF and you need to know these
things. in order to survive if you ever find yourself in the chaos and
mayhem of an apocalyptic situation.It is not a cheery, optimistic
overview of the SHTF. It's dark, brutal, and shocking. It is the real,
gritty truth about what it's like to live in a world where everyone has
become something other than an ordinary human. Where death
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and fear are constantly near. Where evil comes out to play. Don't
say we didn't warn you. PLEASE NOTE: This book is written by a
person from Bosnia. English is not Selco's first language. The book
is lightly edited for clarity but these stories are his and should be told
in his own words.

Gray Man Tactics
Surveillance Countermeasures By: Aden C. Magee In today’s
prolific hostile threat environment, surveillance countermeasures
expertise is a necessary component of security knowledge. The wide
range of increasingly unconstrained threats to the personal privacy
and security of average citizens include common criminals and
stalkers, private and corporate investigators, government-sponsored
espionage and other covert agencies, and international crime and
terrorist organizations. In virtually all cases, the elements that
threaten individual, corporate, or national security conduct
surveillance operations to further their objectives, or as the primary
means to an end Surveillance countermeasures are actions taken by
an individual or security detail to identify the presence of
surveillance and, if necessary, to elude or evade the individual or
group conducting the surveillance. Understanding how the
surveillance threat thinks and reacts is the basis of effective
surveillance countermeasures. This manual details surveillance
countermeasures concepts, techniques, and procedures that are
proven effective against the spectrum of surveillance capabilities
ranging from the very basic to the world’s most sophisticated. This
manual now supersedes the previous industry standards as the
authoritative resource on surveillance countermeasures principles,
procedures, and practices. This manual is a compilation of the most
relevant details from two of the all-time classics and best-sellers in
the genre – Surveillance Countermeasures and Countering Hostile
Surveillance. It also draws precise threat/surveillance perspective
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from another of the all-time greats – Secrets of Surveillance. The
fact that this manual consolidates the knowledge derived from these
three unparalleled classics demonstrates that this manual now
represents the full-spectrum amalgam of surveillance
countermeasures methodologies ranging from the foundational
baseline of tactics and techniques to the most advanced concepts
and procedures. This revised instant classic for the genre also
includes many additional details and special-interest topics to form
an informational/educational resource like no other. Written by one
of the rare breed who has actually stalked the streets and stood in
the shadows, this manual presents surveillance countermeasures
tradecraft from the theoretical to the practical levels in terms of the
“art” and “science.” The execution of techniques as
components of methodical procedures to effectively manipulate and
exploit a hostile surveillance effort is representative of a security
professional or security-conscious individual operating at the
master’s level of surveillance countermeasures tradecraft. The
information and instruction in this manual begins with the basics
and then takes the practitioner to that level execution.
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